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ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAM

WIRING, 120V 1PH W/AUTO START/STOP

REV | DESCRIPTION | ECN | DATE | BY | APPROVED | MACHINE | DRAWING NUMBER
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | UPDATE 120V TIMER PIN POSITION | 5/5/05 | MR | 9.801-011.0
A | INITIAL PART NUMBER SETUP, 1575900178-1 | 5620745 | 1/20/14 | BC | DLA | 9.601-684.0
B | ADDED APPLICABLE MACHINES, ADDED R AND BL CALLOUTS FOR PRESSURE SWITCH | 5620856 | 1/24/14 | BC | DLA |

WIRE COLOR LEGEND

A L W I R E S  B L A C K  U N L E S S  N O T E D

W—WHITE
G—GREEN
R—RED
B—BLACK
BL—BLUE
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PLEASE NOTE COMPONENT VOLTAGE REQUIREMENTS

CAUTION: